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Mastering the Art of Copywriting for the Web
By Emily Standley of Socialbuzzhive.com - All rights reserved 2021

Kudos to you for making a great choice! 

Good copy writing will make or break your blog, website or online 
business. This guide will show you how to drive more sales and get 
more leads through persuasive copy writing techniques and strategies 
to get your audience to take the exact action you want them to. 

https://socialbuzzhive.podia.com/copywriting-for-the-web
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Examples of great copy: 

"She's <cough> just a friend."

"Maybe she's born with it..."

"Got Milk?"

"Where's the beef?"

"Just Do It."

"I'm Worth It."

Ring a bell don't they?

Copywriting is more than just a string of words that show people what your business or blog 
is about.

Good copywriting needs to reflect the values that your business stands for, while creating a 
lasting impact, showcase your expertise, and ultimately drive your prospects to engage in an 
action YOU want them to take.

All in a very short amount of time.

If you are struggling with making sales from your website your copywriting could be the 
culprit.

Content that is just average will reflect on your company or brand in a 
substandard manner, could hurt your reputation and definitely won't make 
you any sales.

An inexperienced copywriter that doesn't understand your niche can even have disastrous 
results.
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Understanding how to create copy that converts into sales requires in-depth understanding.

The aim is to create the perfect balance between psychology, human nature, information and 
relatability.

https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/e6192a9f-2b20-439e-b088-599f36622dde/how%20you%20use%20words%20that%20may%20cost%20you.jpg
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So how do you sell your brand to a consumer and make them think it was all their idea in 7 
seconds or less?

Good copywriting is a creative art form that anyone can master.

This course aims to provide you with unique examples and professional insights into how to 
communicate clearly with your audience by writing effective, compelling,and engaging 
copy exclusively for the web.

Start improving your copy and make more sales today!

What's included in this guide?

Copywriting is a indominatable strategy every business and industry needs.

Good copywriting is an art that should create a lasting impact on your reader while also 
driving them to engage in an action you want them to.

Great copywriting will amplify your sales and showcase your expertise!

How can you do this?

This guide will show you how to do the following;

- How to make your words matter

- How to create intriguing headlines

- How to write copy that sells

- How to speak in your audience's 'voice'

- How to keep things clear and simple

- How to determine if you need a copywriter or a

content writer for your business

- Provide you with resources to help you get paid for your writing

The secret to effective copywriting is to create instant clarity among your readers and to 

ultimately persuade them to take a particular action.

It’s a short form of text salesmanship but there’s really a lot more to it than that. The art of 

skillful copywriting is making your reader WANT to engage with you by intriguing them with 

short copy.
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Copywriting is a powerful art-form and the field is literally exploding. Virtually every 
industry needs professional copy nowadays.

In this guide are some simple hacks and strategies that can be easily implemented to bring 
your business to life and give your business or blog the edge it needs to win more 
clients and increase your business! Read on!!

Copywriting statistics you need to know now...Do you 
actually know how important copywriting is?

These stats will show just how relevant copywriting is to brands and companies. This 

can help understand why the big push exists for copywriters that has sprung up in the 

recent years.

1. The top 3 results in Google earn 60% of all clicks

If you rank here your visibility significantly increases the number of leads and the amount of 
traffic you earn.

https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/a91db7ba-a16a-4775-aa08-76ced95c4c54/copywriting%20image%20.jpg
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/grammarly
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/grammarly
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If you’re on page 3 you simply don’t count. That's all there is to it.

Through high-quality content creation, SEO optimization, and a blend of rock solid content 
strategy a professional copywriter can develop a plan to rank well for any given set of 
keywords and topics.

2. 50% of all mobile searches are local

If you have a blog or brand that you want to advertise locally, copywriting is of utmost 
importance. 

Most local brands don’t understand how to reach mobile users.

A professional copywriter is or should be well-versed in local SEO techniques and can help 
businesses make the changes they need to make certain their content ranks high and meets 
the needs of local searches.

3. Leads from SEO have a higher closing rate

Leads that come from SEO tend to close at a higher rate than those from direct mail per say 
or other outbound methods. 

It’s also less expensive and improves the overall bottom line for the company.

4. Marketers who prioritize blogging are 13x more likely to earn a higher ROI than non-

bloggers

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/jaaxy-keyword-tool
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/grammarly
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Blogging is a top strategy to reach out and connect with potential customers and educate and 
inform. 

Businesses today are wise to create a blog on their website with reputable and well developed 
content. 

Bottom line; a good copywriter can help any company strengthen its brand voice and provide 
additional value to its customers.”

Truer words have never been spoken!

Next! Let's talk about the differences between a copywriter and a content writer!

https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/0de034af-e872-475f-ae41-8f14c1315f05/live%20your%20dream%20alexas%20fotas.jpg
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/be-your-own-blog-boss
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Copywriter vs. Content Writer – Which Do You Need?

Do You Need a Copy Writer or a Content Writer to get the most 
exposure for your business?

Several differences exist between a copywriter vs a content writer which many get confused 
about so don’t worry, you’re not alone. Both content and copy are essential elements needed 
in digital marketing and on your website but make no mistake they are not one in the same. 
So how do you know which one to pick to do the best job for your business?

Both content writing and copy writing share the task of improving your goal of improving 
your business’ sales. The two main differences are in the methods that they use.

Copy Writing

Copywriting, as we've touched upon is the writing of intriguing advertising copy that’s 

designed to get you take action. Get you, the reader to Do Something. Read more. Turn the 

page. Find out more. Make a call. Click a button. Make a purchase.

Ironically you need great copywriting to get readers to open and read your content to begin 
with so if you have ineffective copywriting that’s a big problem to start with.

Think of yourself perusing a variety of restaurant menus.

You’re glancing over the various descriptions of the dishes, the preparation, the succulent 
combinations, the sauces and creams, the textures and blend of appealing ingredients all 

make you want to dive into that particular establishment and partake of the divinity.  

Perhaps you even start to experience a Pavlovian dog response.

That is all the work of a good copywriter.

Or maybe you just forgot to eat lunch...

On the flip side, how many times have you read a menu that was described in dull, flat text, 
and does nothing to whet your whistle. The only thing it encourages you to do is flee to the 
next establishment. 

https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2020/11/06/how-a-copy-writer-differs-from-a-content-writer
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/webflow
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/content-writing-services
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2019/04/25/10-best-copywriting-strategies-you-need-now-to-increase-your-business
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wild-earth
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A copy writer’s goal quite simply is to be magnetic and persuasive and coax the reader 
towards taking an action. 

Effective copywriting should immediately grab the reader’s attention, clearly promote the 
product or idea, and convinces the reader that they will be missing out if they don’t do 
something or get more information.

In advertising, it is sales in text form that is intended to sell a product or service.

Copywriting Examples

“Cheap enough to say, Phuket I'll go..." Air Asia. 
"Protected by more prenups than any other car..." Aston Martin 

For example the text on a landing page that encourages the visitor to sign up for a free report 
is considered copywriting. 

Here are some other examples:

Conventional forms of advertising such as brochures, posters, direct mail

Website landing pages

Sales emails are sent to people already subscribed to a company’s mailing list

Paid Facebook ads that appears in a user’s feed is a copy

Indirect copy on a social media quote leading to a company link to sign up

PPC ads targeted to a specific demographics

Classified ads etc.

A Copy Writer’s Skills

The main goal of copywriting is to strategically craft words in brief text for the purpose of 
persuading the reader to take a specific action.

How do they accomplish this difficult task? In several enticing ways.

A copywriter can use several forms of emotion to compel the reader to action.

Keep in mind that we may buy things from people, but it’s not the people that actually sell the 
products and services. No, we as people tend to make purchases when we want to ‘better 
versions of  ourselves’.

Sure, we may scoff at spending $10 at the movies but then drop $20 on a brand new lipstick 

that promises to last all day and make us have lips like Scarlett Johansson. Am I right ladies?

Puppies, cute kittens and animals tend to sell lots and lots of products.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/selz
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/elementor
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wp-forms
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/webflow
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2019/10/23/7-tips-for-creating-a-high-converting-landing-page
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2020/05/27/how-to-create-an-epic-social-media-strategy-for-your-new-website
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/rhino-rank
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2019/11/12/4-tips-to-successfully-implement-ppc-campaigns-for-your-small-business
https://smartblogger.com/how-to-become-a-copywriter/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wp-forms
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/selz
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/selz
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No seriously, people buy more products for their dogs that they don’t need because it makes 
them feel good and improves their image of themselves.

Think dog outfits, expensive dog collars, human quality dog food, Halloween costumes, a 

plush doggie bed etc...

If you’re hoping to sell something through your website through advertisements, email or 
direct response material then hiring a talented copy writer is a smart move on your part.

A copy writer has a background in understanding human psychology and human behavior, 
and uses this ability to create content that grabs other people’s attention, whether it’s based 
on humor, fear, awe, compassion, value, imitation, justification or just plain controversy.

Copy writer’s use emotion-based, short form text that grab attention and directs consumer 
behavior.

Copy writers also master the skill of brevity.

In other words, they make a point. But tell a story all in ONE sentence!

Or, just stay memorable in your audience’s mind.

A lot easier said than done. That’s why some copywriters get paid some big dinero.

Copywriting vs. Content Writing?

While copywriting is in your face unconcealed in its sales tactics, content writing is a bit more 

tactful and let’s say…enchanting.

Using the restaurant example again, once you receive your order from the establishment that 
had the intriguing menu that made you drop everything and drool, you find that it doesn’t 

match up at all.

There’s a clear and disappointing difference between the enticing description of the ‘headline’ 
versus the ‘content’ of the actual order.

Ideally the two should match up.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wild-earth
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wild-earth
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wild-earth
https://smartblogger.com/how-to-become-a-copywriter/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/selz
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/webflow
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/product/blogger-outreach
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Still confused? 

Content writing’s purpose is still to provoke an action, but the big difference is that the text is 
much more in depth, informative and useful to the reader.

Effective content engages the reader, entices the reader to learn more and educates readers to 

help them make informed purchasing decisions.

In short order it has more complexity and substance.

For example, a 15 page digital white paper on the current benefits of email marketing may 
have the intent of selling and promoting a specific company’s services, but it does so by 
providing much detailed and valuable information that a potential consumer has sought out.

By creating useful information people can use, a company uses a content writer to inspire, 
and build authority to draw in their targeted audience of potential customers.

Aside from digital content there are endless types of other content out there.

According to The Content Marketing Institute companies that have blogs bring in 3.5x more 
traffic than those that don’t.

If each post is simply an ad for a new product, then it qualifies as copy writing.

E-books, pdf files, digital courses are another good example of content writing. They 

can inform the reader on longer subjects that can’t be covered in an article or blog post.

Social media posts provide an example of content writing, working to generate leads at a 
targeted audience.

What 's the Purpose of a Content Writer?

The goal of a content writer is to inform, entertain and engage on a deeper level. A content 
writer uses information and education to connect with the reader and built trust.

If you’re seeking to build brand awareness, create educational materials for your customers 
or establish thought leadership or industry expertise then you want to hire a content writer.

Content writers craft long-form, rich content that is search engine optimized.

They tend to be skilled researchers as well as excellent writers.

Content writers have the ability to weave stories into compelling and relatable content 
designed to connect on some level with the reader.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/content-writing-services
https://socialbuzzhive.com/dev/blog/2019/07/30/convertkit-vs-aweber-for-automated-email-marketing
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/content-writing-services
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/crowdfire
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/content-writing-services
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/hello-bar
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/ultimate-seo-boss
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
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Choosing Copy Writer vs. Content Writer

Remember the menu analogy.

I mentioned how one would never get to the meat of the content (or place an order) if no one 

was interested enough to click on the headline (or enter the restaurant). 

Good copy writing goes hand in hand with good content writing. You can’t have one without 
the other.

Overall, finding someone who is willing to get into the minds of your audience and knowing 
the product and services inside and out is the key to expressing great content and writing 
viral copy.

Well written, relevant content expands your audience. Great content keeps your readers 
coming back for more, same in the way that a deliriously enticing menu keeps intriguing and 
the wonderful food keeps enchanting your palate.

Copy pushes your readers to take action at the given moment and it’s more time limited and 
specific.

The interplay between the two forms a crux of a winning online marketing campaign.

Interested in Becoming a Copy Writer or Content Writer?

Great content and copy writers are in need more than ever! It is heading towards becoming 

a 400 billion dollar industry in 2021! If you’re looking to get into it now is a perfect time.

Freelance writers can find both copy writing and content writing assignments on many 
platforms such as ProBlogger, Fiverr, Scripted and others. 

Keep reading to discover hundreds of businesses that pay big bucks to both! 

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/content-writing-services
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wp-forms
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/content-writing-services
http://track.fiverr.com/visit/?bta=24298&nci=5490
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Copywriting is the trick to getting people to click on your PPC ads, grab your attention

through social media posts, open your emails with creative subject lines, and drive CTRs

through the roof on organic blog post headlines.

Almost everything marketing-related comes back to copywriting at some point.

So basically, ALL industries use copywriting techniques and can be used in the 
following formats: 

Brochures

Social media posts YouTube or digital products Sales and media

Internal training videos Podcast scripts

Phone sales scripts Blog Posts Webinar scripts email campaigns

…and much more!

Good copywriting is the first step to help make more sales and create more signups. It can 
create higher converting blog posts. 

https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/bfa93fda-cc6b-4d6d-9455-a5f7881bb24d/copywriting%202%20image%20.jpg
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2019/08/02/25-ways-to-make-insane-money-with-social-media
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2019/08/22/12-most-profitable-digital-products-to-sell-online
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2019/07/05/top-pro-email-marketing-tips-for-beginners
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/grammarly
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Writing autoresponders and emails that grab attention and bring in sales on auto-pilot. 

Now let’s discuss how to improve your captions to make more sales!

Do your headlines provoke: >Shock>fear>anger>interest>hope>desire>conviction?

Or do they put people to sleep? 

We are #content snobs and have roughly less of an #attention span nowadays than a

#goldfish.

How to Create "Clickworthy" Headlines!

Headlines are the first things people read, in the topic and in the email subject line. 
Headlines are the key propeller in driving your reader to take action or feel a certain way.

Are you like a deer in the headlights when it comes to writing a catchy headline?

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/constant-contact
https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/94fe15d2-90e3-473a-bcc1-fe934cc01069/bored%20face.jpg
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=We%20are%20%23content%20snobs%20and%20have%20roughly%20less%20of%20an%20%23attention%20span%20nowadays%20than%20a%20%23goldfish.%20&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsocialbuzzhive.com%2Fblog%2F2019%2F04%2F25%2F10-best-copywriting-strategies-you-need-now-to-increase-your-business&via=dangergalny
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Headlines have a huge responsibility these days. 

They have to grab your readers’ attention, be seductive, intriguing, magnetic, 

captivating and persuasive enough for them to click to open it, be further intrigued to 

look for information they need, potentially read the article, drive search traffic and 

encourage others to read your news as well!

Not an easy feat!

There’s over 2 million blog posts created daily – digitalbuzzblog.com

Your job, or your copywriter's job is to make your headline crystal clear, meaningful, 

and relevant, with the right keywords immediately.

In one survey, by CMO.com, 85% of business owners said search term marketing 

(including organic search and PPC) was the most effective customer acquisition 

strategy for them.

Do you know who you're writing for?

One of the biggest mistakes someone can make while writing copy is losing sight of 

their audience. 

Too many people start to get off track and start writing about me, me, me when it 

should be about them, them, them!

People today are numb to ads. I know I am. 

We’ve seen hundreds of thousands of them from a very young age. Advertisers and 

copywriters have to be super clever to catch and hold your attention.

https://www.digitalbuzzblog.com/
https://www.jaaxy.com/?a_aid=db43a59f
https://www.cmo.com/
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Brands, companies, blogs and businesses have to employ different and unique tactics now to 
grab the attention of their target audience to truly engage them.

Think of those Mayhem commercials from Allstate.

Hilarious and relatable right? 

Okay, except copywriters have to carry this off in one sentence.

At its core, copywriting is a form of inbound marketing. It’s designed to pull readers in and 
provide relevant and valuable information in bite sized form.

Online retailers have increased conversion rates between 30% and 100% just by optimizing 
their web copy. 

https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/c7755c61-0dd1-48f3-9dd0-cc6be68e8bd7/facebook%20ads%20image%20.jpg
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Write simpler, shorter headlines 

More often than not, simpler, shorter captions generate the most engagement.

Nike, Chanel, Maybelline or Loreal use stunning visuals to be certain, but they’re captions are 
equally as captivating.

"I'm worth it"

"Maybe she's born with it..."

"Where's the beef?" 

"Just do it" 

Notice how short they are?

https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/5b952e40-2429-4881-bc36-ba797f375dbf/cute%20tan%20bunny.jpg
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“To write is human, to edit divine” – Stephen King

Get to the heart of your message but in a fun, intriguing, seductive or captivating or even

controversial way.

Avoid using too many adverbs.

Most adverbs, especially ending in -ly can be cut from your caption. They’re just not 
interesting.

Case in point:

The lake isn’t terribly pretty – it’s alluring... The couch wasn’t really expensive – it is lavish...

The cannolis aren’t incredibly sweet – they’re to die for decadent...

Don’t use adverbs as crutches.

Quick Tips for writing superior copy and readability

You can get a readability app like Hemingway to see if you’re being too wordy. 

It highlights lengthy, complex sentences for you and points out simple grammatical errors 

too. 

But these tips can also help:

State your thoughts as simply as possible and then play around with them. Try reading your 
sentences out loud. 

Use short words whenever necessary

How short? At times they can be very short! Remember KFC’s ad FCK?

https://www.hemingwayapp.com/
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/kfc-says-fck-in-full-page-ad-apologizing-for-chicken-shortage_n_5a9034b1e4b0ee6416a2adfb
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What could of been a huge debacle turned into a major home-run for the company! 

With this in mind, here are the rules to creating equally 
effective copy:

1. Clarity > cleverness. First and foremost, you want your audience to understand your

copy. It’s okay to be funny, but first, you need to:

https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/f9c968b2-5428-4208-92f1-08a8681668ad/copywriting-examples-kfc.jpg
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1. Make people understand you

2. Make people curious

3. Promise an irresistible benefit

2. Use conversational language. When your writing sounds like a person talking —

especially when you use your customers’ own words — it’s easier to understand and believe.

Try the barstool test: Would you say this sentence while sitting on a barstool, in a bar, talking

to a friend? If not, make it more conversational. Short, more common words are easier to

understand than long, jargon-y words.

3. Identify your audience’s pain points. You can’t offer a solution if you don’t know the

problem. Target your customers’ pain points based on their stage of awareness:

Unaware: Talk about what people like them do

Pain Aware: Talk about the pain

Solution Aware: Talk about options to solve the pain

Product Aware: Share your product’s value proposition

Most Aware: Show them your offer (features, pricing, etc.)

Then follow the PAS formula to drive it home:

Pain: Clearly lay out your customer’s pain point

Agitation: Twist the proverbial knife by making it more emotional

Solution: Finally introduce the antidote to your customers’ pain

Follow these rules, keep a swipe file of examples, and don’t stop writing — you’ll be well on

your way to creating your best copy ever. 

You're doing awesome! Keep reading...:)
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Narrative Urgency and the AIDA Formula

Every sentence you write as a copywriter must always serve a purpose.

Your first sentence is the grabber.

i.e. Here's how to lose those stubborn 15lbs by next month...

The most important.

The second must propel the reader forward and so on and so forth.

i.e. without feeling deprived or feeling hungry...

If it loses your reader they are onto the next web page in a nano second!

Use the AIDA Formula:

AIDA formula uses elements from a sales funnel model to get landing page visitors to take 
action. AIDA is an abbreviation for:

1. Attention

2. Interest

3. Desire

4. Action

Here’s how the model works. Later, you’ll get to see some fun and interesting examples of

AIDA in action.

Attention

This stage of the formula, as the name implies, is all about creating brand awareness.
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To create adequate attention, it’s necessary to be thorough when it comes to audience

research (we get to this shortly).

This stage of the formula is about discovering your audience’s passions and problems, which

can only come about with due diligence and fully researched 'buyer personas'. 

With that knowledge in hand, you can then develop content that focuses on those problems,

passions, and drives home your marketing message.

You can do this using organic Google SEO, social media marketing, and of course your

website or blog.

If you can manage to create content that grabs attention and engages your audience, you’ll 
incite a curiosity that leads your audience to discover what your brand actually does.

Interest!!

Attracting attention is one thing. Holding your prospects attention is quite 

another. There's a lot of distraction, FOMO and SHINY OBJECTS OUT THERE! 

In order for your marketing message to succeed in keeping your audience engaged, you must 
give them a purposeful reason. 

You can do this by explaining to prospects that the problem they face is seriously affecting 
their lives in a terrible way.

You can do this with personal storytelling or another method that makes the individual

“feel” their pressing issue, leading them to seek out a definite solution.
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The key to the Interest stage of AIDA is to make the problem personal so that you’re only

speaking to the prospect and no one else.

Desire

The Desire stage is where you show your prospects exactly how your offerings differ from 
your competitors and can solve their problems.

Here is where you will explain the features of your product or service and all the related 
benefits. You should then illustrate how the benefits will fulfill your prospects’ needs.

A great way to demonstrate this is through before and after photos, for instance. 

Regardless of your niche your audience should be able to see how your product or service can 
make their lives better in a clear and obvious way. 

If done properly, your prospects at the Desire stage will be ready to make a purchase.

Action

Once you’ve succeeded in creating desire, the next step is to persuade prospects that they 
should take immediate action.

If you were selling in person, this is the stage where you would ask for the sale.

Advertisers might create a sense of urgency by saying the deal was only available for today, 
or by offering a special bonus if they purchase today. 
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If you want more prospects to take action at this stage of AIDA, you should make it easy for 
them.

That means including your contact information or a CTA button on your product pages 
and above the fold so that prospects can click-to-buy without having to scroll.

ALWAYS USE THE AIDA FORMULA TO MAXIMIZE YOUR CONVERSIONS WHEN 
CREATING A LANDING PAGE.

Another tip to keep in mind

WRITE SIMPLY...

REMEMBER - IF YOU CAN'T EXPLAIN IT TO A SIX YEAR OLD YOU DON'T 
UNDERSTAND IT YOURSELF.

I think Einstein said that.

Not too much pressure right??

Copywriting is what seals the deal and that's a fact.

Words are ultimately what will convince your reader to buy your product.

Not pictures, not the social media hype.

Which brings me to this next critical point that is more important that almost anything 
else...

Focus on your reader!

The rate at which content is being spewed out today is unfathomable! Each day 25,000,000 
pieces of content are shared on Google!

So what you have to say has to be good and you have to make it count for something.

Just the Facts Ma’am

Sharing facts and figures, accurate data and stats can help lure your audience in.

https://elementor.com/?ref=15395
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Copywriters have been using this technique for some time now. 

You have to make your content believable, and instead of trying to convince people with mere 
words and opinions, reviews and what not they simply show solid facts and numbers.

Make Connections With Your Audience

In order to connect with prospective customers you must make an immediate emotional 
connection at some level. 

Hence, this is why some sales people may try to take a personal approach but what some 
don’t get is that it has to be done with tact as well as tied into the customers potential issues 
and not theirs.

Be more INTERESTED in solving your readers issues than interesting – their lives, their 
history, their story.

Naturally, the tone of your copy should change depending on your demographic.

After all, you wouldn’t speak to a Gen Z College student in the same tone as a Gen X new 
Grandma would you? Although with Gma's on Tik Tok nowadays you might! 

Of course depending upon your niche, if you’re trying to communicate B2B (biz to biz) you  
can be a little more informational and technical because you’re speaking with someone who 
is in a similar field as you.

https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/0069ab84-fa8d-4746-9162-42504b2db6fe/be%20more%20interested%20than%20interesting%20.jpg
http://writerswrite.co.za/155-words-to-describe-an-authors-tone/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2018/06/04/how-to-find-a-profitable-niche-for-your-online-business
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Persuasive, well written copy boils down to understanding how to stir up the right emotions 
to convince your potential buyer to purchase from you as a business.

“The difference between the right word and almost the right word is the difference between 
lightening and lightening bug” – Mark Twain.

Boost Sales for your #Business with #Content and #copywriting that grabs your target 
audience! 

Wrap up your strategy

Boosting sales starts with continually engaging people and tailoring your message to the right 
people at the right time.

How do you do this?

Good question!

Because even if you have the most amazing content ever written in the history of the world, 
you could be missing out on sales if that message isn’t getting to the right people!

The answer lies in bridging the gap between where your audience lives and what you do as a 
#business owner so your message is relevant to them.

That means you should create an overall messaging strategy to your targeted potential 
customers for your business with subcategories that include:

Which Social Media Channels Are Best For Generating Business - for example...

Think about how these channels work together and who in your demographic could be 
absorbing content differently.

Then tailor your messages accordingly to your buyer personas.

When marketers blogged daily, 82% of them earned new customers

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=Boost%20Sales%20for%20your%20%23Business%20with%20%23Content%20and%20%23copywriting%20that%20grabs%20your%20target%20audience%21%20&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsocialbuzzhive.com%2Fblog%2F2019%2F04%2F25%2F10-best-copywriting-strategies-you-need-now-to-increase-your-business&via=dangergalny
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=The%20answer%20lies%20in%20bridging%20the%20gap%20between%20where%20your%20audience%20lives%20and%20what%20you%20do%20as%20a%20%23business%20owner%20so%20your%20message%20is%20relevant%20to%20them.%20&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsocialbuzzhive.com%2Fblog%2F2019%2F04%2F25%2F10-best-copywriting-strategies-you-need-now-to-increase-your-business&via=dangergalny
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2019/02/18/which-social-media-channels-are-best-for-generating-business
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=When%20marketers%20blogged%20daily%2C%2082%25%20of%20them%20earned%20new%20customers&url&via=dangergalny
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Create Buyer Personas

Assigning buyer personas is literally naming, with real names, who these individuals are that 
are represent your audience.

How do you find these buyer personas?

Through your email lists, social media communications, forums, website comments, webinar 
sign ups, blog comments, phone calls etc. 

Anyone who has expressed an interest in your business should be put into your buyer 
persona database.

Then you have to give them detailed demographics and include a background.

How they found you, where they interact with you, who else they are associated with, 
keywords and search term analytics etc.

You should also include whether they are primary or secondary audiences.

Most important to note in their synopsis are their Actions and Goals.

What is the purpose of their interest in you? How can you help them?

Let's look at an example of a Buyer Persona...

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/constant-contact
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/jaaxy-keyword-tool
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How to Acquire buyer personas?

In order to get accurate data from your target audience you have to send out surveys (I heard 
that groan!) or questionnaires, or you can put a Google form on your website or blog, or ask  
for input via an email auto responder through Convertkit or which ever one you happen to 
use. 

Once you receive your feedback you have a more clear vision of who your audience is and 
what they’re looking for so now you can formulate the exact type of content around that.

Your customer can't tell you. It's your job to discover the difference between your customer's 
'perceived state and their desired state' and then determine how you can offer value.

Your marketing efforts will yield a higher rate of return, you won’t be spending money 
needlessly because you will know exactly who you are targeting.

https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/f2d45eff-3b6a-44bc-bd1a-29c5a931c373/buyer%20persona%20image%20.png
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/constant-contact
https://convertkit.com/?lmref=rg9uvQ
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=Your%20customer%20can%27t%20tell%20you.%20It%27s%20your%20job%20to%20discover%20the%20difference%20between%20your%20customer%27s%20%27perceived%20state%20and%20their%20desired%20state%27%20and%20then%20determine%20how%20you%20can%20offer%20value.%20&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsocialbuzzhive.com%2Fblog%2F2019%2F04%2F25%2F10-best-copywriting-strategies-you-need-now-to-increase-your-business&via=dangergalny
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=Your%20customer%20can%27t%20tell%20you.%20It%27s%20your%20job%20to%20discover%20the%20difference%20between%20your%20customer%27s%20%27perceived%20state%20and%20their%20desired%20state%27%20and%20then%20determine%20how%20you%20can%20offer%20value.%20&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsocialbuzzhive.com%2Fblog%2F2019%2F04%2F25%2F10-best-copywriting-strategies-you-need-now-to-increase-your-business&via=dangergalny
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/financial-success
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Otherwise you are literally guessing, wasting time and 
shooting in the dark!

Don't Waste Your Reader's Time

Above all time and attention are 2 of the most precious resources we have today. 

We don’t want to force a reader to spend time reading something we could of communicated 
in 20 seconds!

Get Busy Writing!

Believe it or not one of the biggest differences between bad copy and good copy is typos.

Even if you have awesome ideas, if your copy is filled with grammatical and spelling errors, 
you’re going to lose credibility with your customers real fast.

You may not be taken seriously or you may not be trusted.

Do your business a favor and make sure your copy is easy to read and error-free.

After you write your copy, read it again, or use a software like Grammarly or hire a 

professional proofreader.

Because the last thing you want is one of your 
reader’s pointing out your errors for you:( And 
believe me, they will! 

Also, what you say in your blog posts is vital to 
building trust, and good copy and the way in 
which you relay it is sometimes even more 
important.

People don’t often remember what you said but 
rather...

https://www.grammarly.com/?affiliateNetwork=sas&affiliateID=1725251
https://www.grammarly.com/?affiliateNetwork=sas&affiliateID=1725251
https://socialbuzzhive.com/services
https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/dad3eb56-83db-43f0-908b-a540719bee92/grammarly.png
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HHow it made them feel...OW

Reciprocity is Key!

Giving back is crucial. In this day and age of information being available at the touch of a 
fingertip you’ve got to give, without any expectations of getting anything in return.

"If you expect nothing from somebody, you are never disappointed." - Sylvia Plath 

The only thing you can hope for is that they come back to your for more good, solid, 
worthwhile information, a product or advice.

And hopefully when you do have something worthwhile for sale, they will trust you enough to 
purchase it from you because they know you deliver a good quality product or service.

SSEO Copywriting Tips You Must Know!

Copywriting and SEO are no longer two completely separate things. They are partners 
intertwined.

Even if you have the best products and services in the world if your content isn’t written 
where users can easily find them you’ll have a harder time boosting sales.

SEO copywriting is a specialized form of online writing that:

SEO copywriting contains keyphrases – longer words your reader types into a search box

(with intent) to find the information he/she wants

SEO copywriting helps online content rank higher in search engines Increases traffic to your 
site based on your goals.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/grammarly
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There is nothing worse than reading a short uninformative blog post and finding the keyword 
phrase 20 times written exactly the same way within three paragraphs (keyphrase stuffing).

Google is much smarter now. You're not just writing for the spider bots, you’re writing for 
people and your written content must be high-quality content for Google to position it in the 
top spots.

“The best SEO is great Content” – Seth Godin

Create content that grabs your readers attention, is optimized for the correct length (1500 –

3000 words is ideal), answers your readers questions, provides value, has inbound and 
outbound links, short paragraphs, bulleted lists, uses headings and tags correctly, has 
relevant content, does the Tango and knows all the lyrics to Bohemian Rhapsody in Greek…

then that is the beginning of an SEO friendly post!

Visit my blog for some great SEO tips! 

Your website, email, social media posts, YouTube Vids – always needs great CTAs (that’s a 

Call to action) in addition to great copy to boost sales.

The importance of serious CTAs or calls to action!

https://www.sethgodin.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/constant-contact
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2018/10/01/how-to-create-an-epic-social-media-strategy-for-your-new-website
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After reading about how your product or service can benefit someone, you need to make it

really clear on what you want your customer to do.

How many times have you seen a video begin and then the speaker says “don’t forget to leave

a comment and like and share below!”

This is so important! It gives direction and effectively persuades customers to take action!

Start your CTA with a strong command verb like “buy,” “download,” or “subscribe” “share”

this post.

https://coachtestprep.s3.amazonaws.com/direct-uploads/user-37130/1b1de00a-5e63-4ff7-9f08-e93c2866052f/call%20now%20cta.png
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/animoto
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Be enthusiastic about it but not overly pushy.

If you have a true following they may naturally get in the habit of doing this. 

But if you are just starting out, ask them to leave a comment politely or ask a prompt type 
question such as:

“What are some of your favorite social channels that bring you the most traffic?”

Or, “Would you be interested in receiving 50 Email Opt In Ideas That Convert Your Audience 
in 2 Minutes?”

This also could also play into people’s FOMO. 

If they know they can get something of VALUE (especially if it’s FREE) they may just want to 

take advantage for fear of missing out.

LET'E COPY!
Next! How to write magnetic headlines that sell anything for more conversions and sales! 

https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2018/08/04/50-proven-email-opt-in-ideas-that-convert
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How To Write Magnetic Headlines That Sell Anything
socialbuzzhive.com/

Emily Standley

Why Your Online Business Needs Magnetic Headlines

Copywriting skills are SINE QUA NON if you are to have an online business. How is anyone 
going to read what you have to say or learn about you if they won’t even get past your opening 

line? In today’s competitive atmosphere you have but mere seconds to make an impression 

that reflects the values that your business stands for, while creating a lasting impact, 

showcases your expertise, and ultimately drives your prospects to engage in an action YOU 

want them to take. Good headlines should aim to rouse people to attention, perk up their 

interest and persuade them to take an action. Read on how!

Copywriting is a crucial strategy for anyone with an online business. It’s literally sales in text 
format.

Great copywriting will help you get far ahead of the game to convert readers into customers 
and literally improve your bottom line across all of your platforms.

Below is an excerpt from the ebook on how to write magnetic headlines from one of the best 
in the biz; Copyblogger.com

“Feel free to email, tweet, blog, and pass this ebook around the web … but please don’t alter 
any of its contents when you do.” Resource – Rainmaker Digital, LLC

HOW TO WRITE MAGNETIC HEADLINES

Your headline is the first, and perhaps only, impression you make on a prospective reader.

Without a compelling promise that turns a browser of your content into a reader of your  
content, the rest of your words may as well not even exist. 

So, from a copywriting and content marketing standpoint, writing great headlines is a critical 

skill.

Here are some interesting statistics.

On average, 8 out of 10 people will read your headline copy, but only 2 out of 10 will read the 
rest.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2020/10/19/how-to-write-magnetic-headlines
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sine%20qua%20non
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/hello-bar
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://www.copyblogger.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/crowdfire
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This is the secret to the power of your headline, and why it so highly determines the 
effectiveness of the entire piece.

Remember, every element of compelling copy has just one purpose — to get the next sentence 
read.

And then the sentence after that, and so on, all the way down to your call to action. So it’s 
fairly obvious that if people stop at the headline, you’re already dead in the water.

The better your headline, the better your odds of beating the averages and getting what 
you’ve written read by a larger percentage of people.

Why You Should Always Write Your Headline First

Want to write great headlines, and even better content? Start with the headline first.

Of course, you’ll need to have a basic idea for the subject matter of your blog post, article, free 
report, or sales letter. Then, simply take that basic idea and craft a killer headline before you 
write a single word of the body content.

Why?

Your headline is a promise to readers. Its job is to clearly communicate the benefit you’ll 
deliver to the reader in exchange for their valuable time.

Promises tend to be made before being fulfilled. Writing your content first puts you in the 
position of having to reverse-engineer your promise.

Turn it around the other way and you have the benefit of expressly fulfilling the compelling 
promise you made with the headline, which ultimately helps to keep your content crisp and 
well-structured.

Trying to fulfill a promise you haven’t made yet is tough, and often leads to a marginal 
headline. And a poorly-crafted headline allows good deeds to go unnoticed.

You know, like your content.

“But that still doesn’t tell me how to write a great headline,” you’re saying.

No worries. HHere we go! 

The Cheater’s Guide to Writing Great Headlines

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/hello-bar
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Imagine the life of the copywriter … a solitary figure staring intently at a computer screen (or 
out the window), flexing those mental muscles to create a killer headline out of thin air that  
will result in millions of dollars in sales.

Well, maybe not.

A more likely scenario has the copywriter looking for inspiration in her collection of winning 
space ads, sales letters and even the latest issue of Cosmo. She’ll also consult books that 
consist of nothing more than collections of headlines proven to work.

These compilations are called swipe files, and they’re worth their weight in gold when it 
comes to crafting great headlines.

Why? Because great headlines are constructed in certain time- and moneytested ways 
that can be adapted into different contexts and re-used over and over.

Anytime a promotion rakes in big bucks, you can bet copywriters and direct marketers will be 
studying (and saving) that headline for future reference.

In fact, swipe files can’t even really be considered cheating. It’s just the way it’s done if you 
want to write effective copy, especially when starting out.

Only once a copywriter has a true understanding of what works can they take a completely 
original approach, and even then it’s pretty rare to come up with a gangbuster headline that is 

100% unique.

Thanks to the “do it yourself” nature of Internet marketing, you’ll find people selling headline 
swipe files and even software programs that promise a “fill-in-the-blank” solution based on 
the “greatest headlines” ever written. Don’t get suckered by this.

The problem with that approach should be obvious. If you don’t understand why a particular 
headline works, you’ll never be any good at writing them. Plus, without real understanding, 
you’ll likely choose the wrong “formula” for any given situation, which can cause even a well-

written headline to fail.

Starting with these tested templates can improve your blog post titles immediately, which in 
turn should translate into more readership and traffic. I’ll demonstrate several of these 
winning headline formulas that are wellsuited for blogging, and explain why they work.

But first, let’s examine keywords, and why they are important in a 
headline. The answer may not be what you think.

Do Keywords in Post Titles Really Matter?

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/jaaxy-keyword-tool
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It’s an epic battle of biblical proportions in the blogosphere.

The search engine optimization camp says keywords are the most important aspect of a blog 
post title.

How else will you rank high in the results and get clicks by searchers, they say, if the right 
keywords are missing from the title?

On the other hand, you’ve got the purist “write for humans” camp, who collectively scoff at 
the notion of keyword research for headline writing.

What’s the point of search-optimized post titles if no one reads or shares in the first place?

And search engine traffic isn’t really all that important to most bloggers anyway, they 
vehemently maintain, especially compared to high-quality referral traffic from links.

Well, here’s the verdict.

Keywords matter, but not necessarily for the reasons the SEO folks think.

Doing keyword research is a magical thing. It’s a free or low-cost window into the mind of 
your target audience.

Before search engines, there was no way to know the exact words that a large group of people 
would use when thinking about a certain topic. Oh sure, you could ask a small group of 
people, but anyone who has ever done focus groups will tell you that what people say in front 
of others is not the same as what they will really do.

So if you’re writing any type of headline, online or off, you should be doing search engine 
keyword research. Because any great headline should speak in the language of the audience, 
while wrapped up in a time-tested structure that catches attention and offers value.

But it gets better.

Any SEO pro worth listening to will tell you that you don’t go after the most popular 
keywords. You target the niche phrases. They may result in less traffic individually, but 
there’s a lot more of them, and less competition.

This is perfect for writing headlines for humans.

The niche phrases are much more specific, and specificity makes for a much better headline. 
Further, better headlines lead to better content when you write the headline first.

Google and the other search engines really do want to reflect what’s important to people. 
That’s why they use links and anchor text as one of the primary determinations of relevancy.

Keywords matter, because when you speak the language of the audience you attract more 
readers, more links, more retweets, more social bookmarks, and yes… more relevant search 
traffic.

Both camps are right, for different reasons.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/my-site-auditor
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/jaaxy-keyword-tool
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/jaaxy-keyword-tool
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/rhino-rank
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/jaaxy-keyword-tool
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/my-site-auditor
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/my-site-auditor
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/jaaxy-keyword-tool
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/rhino-rank
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/jaaxy-keyword-tool
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/rhino-rank
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Now that we’ve negotiated a temporary peace in the blogosphere, 
let’s look at one of the most effective headline types in the world —
the “how-to” headline.

How to Write a Killer “How-to” Post That Gets Attention

Picture your blog post being retweeted thousands of times on Twitter, and shared all over 
Facebook. By the time you finish reading this article, you’ll be in a better position to make 
that scenario a reality.

It’s no secret that how-to articles and blog posts are some of the most sought after, linked, 
and bookmarked content online. People want useful information, and they’ll reward you by 
promoting it to others when you provide it.

The biggest battle is getting enough people to read in the first place. And that battle is won or 
lost at the headline. What’s more, writing a killer “how to” headline will help you write even 
better how-to content when you fulfill the headline promise you made to get people to read in 
the first place.

It’s All About Benefits.

The crazy thing about the popularity of how-to content is the fact that people don’t really 
want to learn how to do anything else.

They’ve got plenty to do already, thank you.

But it’s exactly due to the crazy busy lives we lead that prompts us to seek out tips, tricks, and 
methods to make things better, easier, and ultimately happier for ourselves. Focusing on the 
“better, easier, and happier” is the key to great “how to…” headlines and content.

It’s not that people aren’t smart enough to understand the implied benefits of learning how to 
do something. It’s quite the opposite, actually. It’s just that implied benefits don’t prompt 
action like express benefits do.

People smartly employ aggressive attention filters when scanning headlines, and you’ll get 
through the filters of a lot more people if you spell out the benefits rather than relying on 
implication. Plus, body content that focuses on benefits as well as procedures is more 
emotionally engaging, which leaves the reader feeling better satisfied at the conclusion of the 
piece.

It’s been said that it’s almost impossible to write a bad “how to…” headline. That may be true, 
but what comes after those two magical words can make all the difference in the amount of 
attention and readership your writing gets.

Let’s take a look at the structure of a few famous “how to…” headlines, and see if we can’t 
figure out why they work and adapt them to new situations and content.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
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Double the Benefits, Double the Power

This may be the most famous “how to…” headline ever:

How to Win Friends and Influence People

Before Dale Carnegie’s classic book How to Win Friends and Influence People was

conventionally published, he sold it by mail order with that same title as the headline of the

sales letter. Certainly Carnegie’s content was compelling, but that headline is brilliant all by

itself.

The headline structure is powerful. You’ve got benefit number one right after “How to,” with

another benefit following the word “and.” Simple, right?

Deceptively so, as copywriter David Garfinkel has pointed out. There is a subtle relationship

between the first benefit and the second that suggests if you can achieve the first, you can

automatically achieve the second.

In this case, that implication doesn’t make sense — lots of people have friends and yet are

completely lacking in influence. But that cause-and-effect relationship still likely helped

Carnegie achieve greatness with his home-study course, and later with the ubiquitous book.

It’s much smarter from a credibility standpoint to use this structure when benefit one and

benefit two are actually related. Here’s a few examples that Garfinkel gives in his book:

How to [Mundane Task] That [Rewarding Benefit]

It’s often harder than you might think to extract the true benefits of learning how to do

something. Often, you can simply take a normal “how to…” title and make it better simply by

using the transition word “that” immediately following the subject matter of the tutorial.

Once you add “that,” just ask yourself what the top benefit of your tutorial is. Then figure out

the best way to say it (which usually means being as specific as possible).

• How to Get a Mortgage That Saves You Money • How to Get a Mortgage That Cuts your

Monthly Payment in Half • How to Get a Mortgage That Gets You in Your Dream Home

While Saving You $937 a Month...

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/6618-2
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Let’s look at these famous headlines:

• How I Improved My Memory in One Evening • How I Made a Fortune With a “Fool Idea” •

How a New Kind of Clay Improved My Complexion in 30 Minutes

Those are pretty intriguing headlines, right? Likewise, let’s say you’re a brilliant techie who

has just solved a problem that affects millions of computer users, and you’re aiming to light

up Hacker News for a week.

How about this?

• How One Easy Tweak Makes Windows Crash Proof

Then again, that article faces the rather steep challenge of being impossible to write.

In Summary

The more you focus on the benefits to the reader in your headline, the more readers 
you’ll have. And by touching on the beneficial aspects while laying out the procedural 
content, you’ll have more happy readers at the conclusion of the piece.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/proof
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10 Ways to Write Superior Content That 
Sells

The nice thing people like about blogs, is that it’s casual format is kind of like having a nice 

little chat with someone you know. The main purpose is to solve a pressing need or 

problem for your reader.

With over 400 million blogs and websites out there how do you capture the attention of 

your target audience? 

Not only capture it, but hold it? And convert it into a sale?

If your reader is scanning your material (and you betcha, they are), it’s got to be easy to 

read and able to able to hold a short attention span. 

Ease of readability should be your objective. It took me a while to get this as my ‘readability’ 
plug in keeps reminding me:/

Your audience has to be able to find what they’re looking for and quick! 

Of course you gain points if you can also be captivating, controversial, thought provoking, 
meaningful, engaging and perhaps even stick some meaningful verses in there! 

Write Superior Content Faster? Heck Yes!

If you want to gain people’s attention you need to master certain skills. 

These are:

Define the purpose of your content

Build trust and credibility in your relationship

Learn how to inspire others 

Define your intentions

Become a mind reader – get into people’s heads and solve their most urgent problems 

Be controversial and/or amuse your audience 

Make sure your content is delivering the message right by using these 10 tips to write

superior content. 

https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2020/10/29/10-ways-to-write-superior-content
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/mobile-monkey
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2020/01/21/how-to-build-trust-with-online-readers
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1. Talk to Your Readers As If They Were Your Best Friend

You care about your best friend and what’s going on in their world.

Ask your reader questions.

Get to know them. Inquire about their lives and what struggles they’re having. 

Use words your friend is familiar with. Remember the Billy Joel song “Just The Way You

Are”…

‘I don’t want clever conversation, I never want to work that hard’ - Billy Joel lyric

Well, neither does your audience. They want a simple, straight forward message that isn’t 
hard to decipher.

Sure, you need to hold attention but that also doesn’t mean you need to be crude, 

necessarily.

I will admit I love Mark Manson’s messages but for me personally sometimes too many F 
words thrown around can be somewhat be distracting. 

He’s an effing awesome writer without them;)

This seems to be a trend with a lot of writers nowadays. And some of them are very 
successful!

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://courses.themiddlefingerproject.org/?ref=407d67
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I know there’s all sorts of studies that people who curse are deemed to be more trustworthy 
blah, blah but overall I don't recommend it for a all niches. 

2. Transitions should be smooth and logical

Arrange your content in an order which is logical.

This helps with flow and speed. Otherwise everything has a chopped kitchen salad feeling. 

3. Emulate the Best Writers

Develop a reading habit that soaks up the best writers in the field you are writing within. 

Learn their language to build your own way of writing in a way that is natural for your 
audience. 

4. The Most Thought Should Be Given To Your Title

Headlines as we stressed earlier are the most critical hurdle. If no one clicks on your 

headline say “buh bye!” 

How many crappy articles have you clicked on that had such an intriguing headline that 

you just had to click on out of insatiable curiosity?

Here are 6 ways to write marketing content that sells and tells your story:

1. Offer relevant information. Your readers are most likely looking for information that

will help them solve a challenge or a need.

Write content that clearly explains why your products and services will help them achieve 

their goals.

https://www.copyblogger.com/transitional-words/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://courses.themiddlefingerproject.org/?ref=407d67
https://socialbuzzhive.com/dev/blog/2018/06/18/how-to-write-magnetic-headlines
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
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2. Guide them. When creating relevant and engaging content, avoid industry jargon and

use plain language that your audience would use so that they can easily understand your

offer. The same thought process applies when selecting keywords for online content that

would be worded in a way that readers would actually use for search.

3. Use Citations. Use facts and figures from trustworthy sources to back up statements that

you make. It’s okay to use customer reviews to support your claims, but it is not okay to self-

proclaim your business the best in your town or city. When citing research or supportive

data, always cite the source.

4. Be Mindful of SEO. If you produce content online, it needs to be able to be found on

search engines. Search engines have a set of rules (known as an algorithm) to find and serve

content based on the keywords or search phrases you enter in your search box on Google or

Bing. To meet their algorithm requirements, your content should be a minimum of 300

words and be centered around a focus keyword your readers will use to search for it.

5. What should people do? A clear, relevant call-to-action should be included in the

content you create. Your story may be compelling but your prospects want to know what the

next steps are in doing business with you.

A call-to-action invites your prospects to take these next steps and guides them to a landing 
page for an offer or other information that is relevant to your product or service. Including a 
call-to-action in your content is an important step in your overall inbound marketing 
strategy.

6. Change it up. One piece of content can be repurposed several ways.

For example, if you’ve created an infographic, you can write a blog post about it.

Older content can be refreshed with newer information. Even sharing pieces of longer 
content on your social media profiles counts as repurposing. Different audiences consume 
media differently and your content marketing strategy should accommodate this.

More Ways to Write Superior Content

5. Subheadings Keep You Organized

Subheadings can give you a great guide to get started with ideas.

You won’t necessarily follow the exact path but they can give you a range of ideas to 
reference.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/jaaxy-keyword-tool
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/ultimate-seo-boss
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/jaaxy-keyword-tool
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/hello-bar
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/hello-bar
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2019/10/23/7-tips-for-creating-a-high-converting-landing-page
https://socialbuzzhive.com/product/create-infographics-presentations-and-reports-easily
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/authority-titans
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/authority-titans
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/crowdfire
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6. Write Eye-Catching Quotes, Use Images & Giphs

Video killed the radio star. Most viral content these days is video. Get on board with it and 

you’ll get more engagement.

Should you be on YouTube? In a word. Yes. 

7. Write Shorter Paragraphs & Sentences

This will improve readability scores.

Long blocks of text will make your audience drift off…zzzz

8. Pick up Your Phone to Record Ideas

Along with reminding yourself to pick up that Keto cheesecake you’ve been hankering for for

dinner, talk into it to record your ideas before distraction occurs. 

No more excuses that you forgot that idea or lost that scrappy note.

“The biggest lie I ever tell myself is that I’ll remember it later”. 

“The faintest ink is the best memory”

9. Write First, Then Edit

If you find yourself blessed to be in the writer’s zone take advantage of those opportune

moments. 

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/movavi
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/movavi
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1QuK93parZpHh9_qfK23xQ?view_as=subscriber
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
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Who cares about how it looks, you can always edit later.

10. Use Tools to Edit the Content

Grammarly and Hemingway are by far the best editing tools for professional writers.

Perfect Your Skills Over Time

Keep honing your skills. Writing is an art and takes as much practice as playing 
Rachmaninoff. 

Don’t sweat over every word. 

Read everything out loud. If it sounds forced or fake change it. Writing should have a natural 
flow to it. 

Don’t be afraid to add your personality into the mix.

Unless you’re writing technical manuals for submarine parts you don’t want your writing to 
be as dry as my flaky elbows. 

In the end it should all come together like a neat little puzzle and make sense as well as be 
somewhat ticklish to your reader. 

Next, let's learn how ecommerce copywriting will increase your sales massively!

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/grammarly
http://www.hemingwayapp.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
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How Ecommerce Copywriting Will Boost Your Sales

It’s estimated that by 2023, ecommerce will hold a 22% share of the global retail 
marketplace. More and more people are feeling confident to buy things online, and this has 
opened the doors for loads of new businesses to start in this field. As time goes on, though, 
the expectations of customers are getting higher, and online stores have to work harder than 
ever before to show up higher in the searches. This is where ecommerce copywriting is an 
important aspect for your business.

Customers will expect a polished and well designed website, a wide range of photos for each 
product, and rich and detailed copy to go along with it. It’s easy to underestimate the power 
of ecommerce copywriting, and many businesses don’t put enough time into this portion of 
their catalogs. The right copy will indeed boost your sales, but how exactly does it work?

How Ecommerce Copywriting Will Improve Your ROI

There are a number of different benefits when it comes to ecommerce copywriting, and many 
of them will have the power to increase the revenue of your business.

Taking the time to craft your copy, or hire a skilled copywriter is well worth it. Most 
businesses don’t have the time to write themselves or don’t know how to effectively write to 
convert copy into sales.

Time wasted writing ineffective copy is money wasted and can actually cost you business.

Search Presence (SEO)

Over the years, search engines like Google have gotten stricter when it comes to the way that 
they rank their websites.

Getting your products into high ranking searches will require titles, keywords, and a good 
amount of content for the customer to read.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2020/02/11/how-ecommerce-copywriting-will-boost-your-sales
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/shopify
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/shopify
https://socialbuzzhive.com/dev/blog/2019/04/25/10-best-copywriting-strategies-you-need-now-to-increase-your-business
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/webflow
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/movavi
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/shopify
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/shopify
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/6618-2
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/jaaxy-keyword-tool
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
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Along with the copy on your product pages, you will also benefit from having copy on your

home page, about page, and the other pages on your site, all contributing to your SEO.

Clarity & Detail

No one likes to buy something when they don’t know very much about it.

Your product descriptions give you a chance to explain the item in detail, but it’s worth

testing to make sure that you’re very clear with it. The copy on your other pages can help with

this, too, telling customers what your business does and giving them an idea of what to

expect from you.

Building Desire with Ecommerce Copywriting

Not everyone has a flair for creative writing, but most can string together a few sentences

which make a product sound appealing.

After a few weeks of writing rich copy for your products, you will find it easier to handle this

sort of work, and it’s well worth taking the opportunity to make the items sound as richly

desirable as you possibly can.

This can be done using the mother of all copywriting formulas AIDA. (Attention, Interest,

Desire, Action).

Attention – Capture your reader’s attention

Interest – Pique their interest with something they personally identify with, want or

fear

Desire – Make them want what you have

Action – Get them to take the next step

https://socialbuzzhive.com/dev/product/seo-audit
https://www.shopify.com/?ref=socialbuzzhive1
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
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This can help to sway your customers, informing them while steering them towards a 
purchase.

A Brand With Personality

In the past, a lot of websites wrote their copy as if it was going to be read by a robot.

Lacking personality doesn’t serve online businesses very well, though, and the copy on your 
website should reflect a personality that builds trust and authenticity.

Whether this is relaxed and laid back or formal and professional, it’s always worth 
researching to create a buyer persona so you can resonate with your target audience who 
purchase your products.

Ecommerce Copywriting Formulas for Headlines

Headlines make or break sales. They are the first thing that your company should test. Create 
various strong headlines to begin that do the following:

Highlight your product’s best benefit i.e. Have Life/Work Balance Being a Social Media

Consultant

Name the action your product prevents and your audience wants stopped i.e. are you

still not saving for retirement?

Add a short testimonial i.e. Thanks for listing these ultimate blog promotion lists

Question your audience i.e. Are You Still Not Getting Enough Instagram Followers?

X Lies about Your Product  i.e. 10 Exaggerated Lies about CBD

How to (name primary benefit of product) i.e. How to Get More Website Traffic Than

Neil Patel

Finally, A Product That Actually Works Method i.e. Finally, an Affiliate Marketing

Program That Earns Me Passive Income Each Month

Trust & Legitimacy

While online safeguarding is improving and most people feel confident to shop online, many

are still wary of the sites they visit and shop with.

When each product has very little information and the copy on a site is lazily written, people

will often steer clear, just in case something is amiss.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/webflow
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/authority-titans
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/ampfluence
http://bit.ly/2GXJRaW
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/aioseo
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wealthy-affiliate
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/shop-everything-on-amazon
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Having quality and detailed copy can help with this, ensuring that people aren’t driven away 
before they decide to make a purchase.

Ecommerce Copywriting for Social Media

A good method is showing people how to use your products.

About 20-50% of your Facebook posts can be directly promotional. Check out pages like 

Stella & Dot if you sell clothes, or Amazon perhaps if you sell Pet supplies. If you offer 

sales and specials, make those another 10-15% of your posts.

Customer testimonials combined with a benefit plus a call-to-action are all you need. 

Just don’t use them for every post – maybe 10-15% of your posts should use this formula.

Show what it’s like to work at your company.

20% of the posts you share can be “a day in the life” posts of your employees. Feel free to 

announce any job opportunities too!

Share third-party content (like articles, gifs, calls for support, inspirational statements,

and more) to round out the rest of your posts. Extra credit if you incorporate a quiz or a

poll once in a while, too.

Getting Started With Ecommerce Copywriting

Getting started in a field like ecommerce copywriting isn’t as hard as a lot of people expect.

It will take some time to learn how best to write about your business, and a lot of people will 
need to improve their vocabulary and grammar as time goes on.

There are a lot of tools which can help you with this, though, and we’ve collected some 
pointers for you to use below.

Seek Inspiration

Writers and other creative people have always used one another’s work to inspire themselves. 
You can do the same with your web copy, exploring the web for sites which have good web 
copy, and reading as many as you can to get an idea of the sort of information which they 
include.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/selz
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/selz
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
http://hubs.to/LWQ2p
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/shopify
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/grammarly
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://www.amazon.com/shop/socialbuzzhive
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Determine Your Style

Once you have an idea of what other companies do to write their web copy, you will be able to 
start thinking about the style you want to adopt. This ties into your online personality, but is 
also important when it comes to keeping your copy consistent. You have a lot of choices when 
it comes to this, and some people will simply choose what comes naturally, and others will 
decide to challenge themselves with something new.

Use The Right Tools

Grammar, spelling, and readability are all things which take time to get right. Most people 
don’t use their writing skills very much once they’ve left school, and this can leave them a 
little rusty.

Websites like Grammarly.com can help with this, providing you with pointers and advice 
which will improve your writing, while also making sure that there aren’t any errors which 
customers might notice.

Keep Writing

As with anything creative, practice will make perfect, but you have to make sure that you 
keep pushing yourself. It isn’t too hard to improve, but it is also very easy to let your skills go 
stagnant, with little improvement being made. Writing as much as possible and continuing 
your research will help with this, but it will also be worth getting feedback about the writing 
you’ve already done.

Not everyone enjoys spending ours over a keyboard, and this may not have been what you 
expected when you started your online store.

Customers expect to see excellent copy on the websites they visit, though, and this is 
especially important when it comes to ecommerce. You will get better as time goes on, 
making the whole process easier, while also speeding it all up.

Next up! Content marketing trends that are crucial for your business to succeed!

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/grammarly
https://www.grammarly.com/?affiliateNetwork=sas&affiliateID=1725251
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/shopify
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Content Marketing Trends You Must Have for Your Business

Content marketing is at the center of your connection between your customer and your 
brand. The sales and SEO tactics that you used last year are not likely to work today. That’s 
why it’s important for you to stay on top of emerging content marketing trends. Today’s 
content marketing strategy will require you to connect with your audience in an authentic, 
human way, leveraging content to deepen relationships to experience better results for your 
business.

Here’s a list of 17 important content marketing trends – Updated for 2021! Before we 

delve into them, here are two facts about content marketing that you should know.

By 2021, the content marketing industry could be worth over $400 billion. Resource – The 
Content Marketing Institute. If you haven’t invested in content marketing yet, now’s the time 
to do it.

The key to content marketing success continues to be great content. If you don’t have the 
capacity to create truly great content, outsource it to a well-established marketing agency.

1. Content marketing is a vital part of your marketing strategy

Smart marketers are already working on their plans, and likely have a content calendar being 
populated with content to delight and engage their audiences.

The days of lazy marketers throwing social content spaghetti at the virtual walls of Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Instagram and Twitter are over and done. They will not win in 2020, period.

Today, most businesses focus on strategies like blogging, SEO and social media content. They 
have realized that content marketing provides long-term success, unlike paid marketing. In 
2021, almost every business will prioritize content marketing.

2. Content marketing strategy becomes more vital

As more companies begin to create content, multi-purpose content will become ineffective. 
You will have to create specific content goals and strategies to achieve them.

Your content needs to be original and relevant. It’s pretty simple. Create your own content. 
Use your own ideas. If you’re short on ideas, hire a consultant, writer or agency to help you 
create them.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2019/02/02/2019-content-marketing-trends-you-need-for-your-business
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/my-site-auditor
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/crowdfire
https://www.contentmarketinginstitute.com/
https://www.thehoth.com/hoth-x/?aff=5BVP
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/ampfluence
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/my-site-auditor
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/authority-titans
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/crowdfire
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
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No more lazy marketers copying headlines. Readers are too smart for that and will see right 
through it. You’ve got to inject your own personality into it. We are so over ‘click bait’ 
headlines!

3. Customer success content will take center stage

Customer success is how a company enables its customers to make the best use of its 
products and services. Today, it’s not enough to provide an excellent customer experience.

Content marketing plays a critical role in ensuring customer success. You could create blog 
posts to show customers how your product is best used. You could create case studies to share 

proven strategies with customers.

4. Lifetime engagement of customers will gain more relevance

According to statistics, it costs 5X more to attract a new customer than retain an existing one. 
Customer relationship management is a crucial part of retaining customers. Content can play 
an important role in maintaining customer relationships.

By creating content that is of value to customers, you can retain them over long periods of 
time. The goal is to create a communication channel between your brand and customers to 
share invaluable content.

5. Content distribution determines content success

Even if you have the best content, it’s not effective unless your audience sees it. That’s why it’s 

important to invest in identifying the right content distribution channels.

Social media and email sharing are great, but that’s not where your effort should end. With 
continuous developments in communication technology, you have to update your content 
distribution as and when required. For instance, voice-based content is great for targeting 
commuters who listen to the radio when traveling.

Most importantly – find out where your target audience lives.

6. Sky scraper content goes mainstream in blogging

Orbit Media’s study has revealed that the average content length for posts has been 
increasing over the years.

This isn’t incidental – long-form content actually ranks on SERPs (Search Engine Page 
Results). That’s why it makes sense for businesses to invest in creating longer content – also 
known as – (skyscraper content)

http://hubs.to/LWPZj
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/dev/blog/2018/05/29/starter-seo-strategy-for-beginners
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/authority-titans
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/authority-titans
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
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Do people really read those long posts? But it’s fact that these posts are attracting the most 
traffic for companies. When creating long posts, ensure that you make them readable with 
plenty of H2 tags and bullet points.

7. Webinars and webcasts will grow in popularity

It’s no secret that video content is becoming more popular. According to Cisco, video content 
will account for 69% of all the content on the internet. However, before creating content, it’s 
essential to know what content exactly is popular. In the past, vertical video viewing wasn’t 
favored.

Today, most people watch videos on their mobile phones.

That means you need to create more vertical videos.

8. There will be increased adoption of voice search

Smart home and portable devices are making voice search more popular. Gartner’s 
predictions are suggesting that we’re rapidly moving towards a world of voice search. This 
means that podcasts and webinars are becoming more sought after among the general public. 
That’s why content marketers should consider converting their blog posts into podcasts.

If you can afford the costs, you could also consider creating standalone podcasts to engage 
your audience.

Also, mobile-responsive and mobile-optimized websites remain incredibly important, as 
most of these voice activated searches are done on a mobile device. Google prioritizes mobile-

optimized sites in search results.

9. Facebook will continue to dominate the social media marketing sphere

If you haven’t settled on a social media strategy yet, consider beginning with Facebook. 
According to studies, Facebook continues to be the most popular social media platform for 
small business marketing.

Based on these numbers, content marketers can deduce that Facebook is great for customer 
engagement. Over the last few years, even B2B content marketers have begun to use 
Facebook for customer acquisition and engagement.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/dev/blog/2018/06/20/the-simple-way-to-create-marketing-videos
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/movavi
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/movavi
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2018/06/20/the-simple-way-to-create-marketing-videos
https://socialbuzzhive.com/dev/blog/2020/01/15/how-to-optimize-your-blog-for-voice-search
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/authority-titans
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/authority-titans
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10. Brand authenticity will deeply affect brand-customer relationships

According to this study, 91% of customers are likely to invest in brands that earn their trust. 
That’s why authenticity is a premium product in today’s world.

Brands that are authentic with their target audience are more likely to succeed in business. If 
you want to invest in cause-based marketing, ensure that you mean it.

Also, make sure that all the information you share with customers is accurate and authentic.

The more transparent your pricing and T&C, the more likely your customers are to trust you. 
More websites are listing their prices outwardly on their sites.

11. Remarketing will dominate paid content marketing

Display ads are likely to overtake search ads by 2021, as per statistics. That means that 
remarketing is steadily becoming more effective than search-based marketing.

In 2021, the power has moved from you to your audience. A brand is what its customers say 
it is. Customers decide if you should be given any attention or not.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://www.statista.com/topics/1650/content-marketing/
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Remarketing is basically the targeting of customers who have already shown you interest, 
which is a great way to increase your conversion rate.

12. Personalized content will become a necessity

Want to delight customers? Give them personal attention. Some websites recognize you. 
The second time you visit them, they greet you by name.

It’s experiences like these that help build lasting bonds with customers. In 2021, you will be 
expected to personalize your content marketing. The blog posts you write will have to cater to 
various niche audiences.

Generic, vague content pieces won’t earn you desirable results.

Offer FREE Live Chat Services

13. Niche content will get more attention from your audience

With increasing competition on the internet, it makes sense to target niche audiences. Large 
companies can afford to pour billions into creating custom ads for different geographies and 
cultures. What can you do?

Well, you could create custom blog posts for different segments of your audience. For 
instance, if you sell outdoor gear, you could create different content for sportspeople and 
those who enjoy weekend adventures.

14. Influencer marketing will change formats

Influencer marketing works. According to Twitter, users report a 5.2X increase in purchase 
intent when exposed to content shared by influencers. AS a consequence, more content 
marketers used influencer marketing in 2021.

Micro-influencer marketing can be a game changer for businesses of all sizes, and it’s often 
the fastest way to brand awareness, amplification and a true connection with your target 
audience.

Choosing the right influencers is key to success, as well as a well thought out program to 
maintain relationships, set goals and measure results. It’s not as easy as throwing a few bucks 
at an influencer and expecting overnight success.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/crowdfire
http://hubs.to/LWPZ7
https://socialbuzzhive.com/dev/blog/2018/06/04/how-to-find-a-profitable-niche-for-your-online-business
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/selz
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/tensor-social
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/tensor-social
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/tensor-social
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15. Privacy issues will create an opportunity for brands to earn customer
trust

2019 brought with it shocking scandals in customer privacy. Facebook was accused of selling 
data to a politically inclined data collection firm.

This created a wave of customer distrust that affected all businesses who operate online and 
use content marketing. However, this very distrust has created room for businesses to forge 
new and reinforced relationships with their customers.

Consumers and decision makers are getting smart at avoiding clickbait, and they’re seeking 
for real content that can help solve their problems quickly and easily. They want you to earn 
their trust.

16. Content marketing budgets will increase in 2021

55% of the content marketers who participated in this SmartInsights study said they expected 
an increase in their content marketing budget for 2019. This means two things for your 
business. You may have to increase your content marketing spend to compete with others.

You will also have to decide how to spend your increased content marketing budget. The 
smartest way to do this is by investing the budget on creating better content and improving 
your content distribution.

17. Use of messaging apps for content distribution will increase

2020 saw an increase in the use of messaging apps to engage customers. You must have 
noticed how most big brands used Facebook messenger bots to engage page visitors. More 
content marketers will leverage messaging apps and bots to engage their audience in 2021.

There’s no better way to deliver your content to a page visitor than through an automated 
message. Content marketers are also using these apps to personalize their interaction with 
current and potential customers.

Wrap Up

The secret to content marketing success in 2021 is going to be having the guts to try new 
things without becoming immediately addicted. Try new formats and mediums, but also be 
willing to ditch them fast if they are not working.

Content marketing could very well be the only way a brand communicates with its audience 
in the future. To ensure that you stay ahead of the competition, start now. Create a smart 
content marketing strategy for 2021, bearing in mind the trends mentioned above.

Next! Are you a writer looking to get paid well for your copywriting efforts? Read on to view 
these 100+ sites that are seeking writers for big bucks!

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/crowdfire
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://www.smartinsights.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/crowdfire
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/crowdfire
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
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100 Websites That Pay Writers Big Money to Write in
2021

If you love writing but don’t want to start or manage your own blog, why not get paid to be a 
freelance author, ghostwriter, copyeditor, or even proofread for companies out there seeking 
your talent? 

There’s an endless need for skilled copywriters and those who create content these days in 

various industries looking to market their services. Read on to learn about the top websites 

that pay writers some big money to write!

Did you know that websites that have blog content have 434% more search engine indexed 
pages that those that don’t? – Content Marketing Institute

Companies are aware of this and that’s why successful businesses are hiring freelance writers 
in droves.

There’s actually a shortage of content writers currently. In 2016, companies spent 195.58 
billion in content marketing, and the research firm Technavio predicts spending will more 
than double to $412.88 billion by 2021. – Resource Technavio 

This is a post compiled of over 100 (PLUS) writing sites and other resources that will 
pay you for your opinions, guides, creative work and tutorials. The niches are comprised of 
travel, lifestyle, technology, finance, theater, culture, education, parenthood and more.

Scroll way below to see some additional sites that pay upwards of $50-$200 per post, 
even some that pay up to $2,000 for articles.  If you want to earn money online as a freelance 
writer, use this list to get started.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2021/02/17/get-paid-to-write-over-100-websites-that-pay-writers-well
https://learn.proofreadanywhere.com/automated-webinar-funnel-template?affiliate_id=1328654
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/verblio
https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/crowdfire
https://www.technavio.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/6618-2
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Get Started Being a Freelance Writer

Rates for writers vary depending on the company. Some are sponsored networks that set you 
up with brands that pay big bucks, some are affiliate companies that pay commissions and 
others that pay per gig, but it can all add up to a great side hustle or full time career!

For the highest paying rates scroll waay down the list for companies that 
pay $100 per post and more. 

Why Your Blog Needs Guest Posts

If you’re an experienced or even a newbie writer who has always wanted to see your name in 
print and want to make a living writing, there’s no better time than now!

Contact the companies you’re interested in, in the niches you enjoy, read their requirements, 
style guides and get started!

Websites That Pay You To Write in 20212021

https://socialbuzzhive.com/advertise-on-sbh
https://conversion.ai/?fpr=emily27
https://socialbuzzhive.com/dev/blog/2018/04/25/side-hustles-for-extra-income
https://socialbuzzhive.com/blog/2020/04/30/why-your-blog-needs-guest-posts
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Bustle.com – Bustle Digital Group is seeking a part-time, remote Commerce Beauty writer to

create affiliate content. The writer will work under Bustle’s commerce editors to produce

articles about products that readers will love, whether it’s a list of the best Korean beauty

products or a round up the best hair dryers for fine hair. Ideal candidates should have a

strong background and knowledge of beauty and be able to speak with authority on

everything from skin care to hair tools.

Freelancer – This is actually a site that hires freelancers, but they have a ton of postings for

writers to fill jobs for any kind of niche. Just type in what type of writing you do and jobs will

populate.

MakeALivingWriting.com – Pay per post $75-$150 and up. They accept guest post proposals

from current and former members of Freelance Writers Den and Students/Graduates of Jon

Morrow’s Blog Mentoring Program.

Casual Money Talk – Personal Finance – Pay: The standard rate is $50 but negotiable for

longer & higher quality articles.

Seeking personal money stories that are:

Original (isn’t published elsewhere) and interesting

Extremely well-written

Over 1,000 words long

The Content Panel – This board states that they’re one of the highest paid and most flexible

of writing programs on the planet. Join a range of writers from various backgrounds. They

have an easy to apply with AI algorithm which sets up writer with ideal client for a perfect

match. You’ll be pre-approved ahead of time from the job board with the help of the “Panel

Brain”. They only allow one writer to work on a job at a time.

Most posts have a 72hr deadline. The more quickly you submit the ‘panel’ recognizes this and

ranks you higher making you eligible for numerous higher paying writing jobs. Writers are

paid every Monday through PayPal. You are able to control your income, hours and workload

which makes this a very appealing site for anyone who loves to write, in need of part time or

full time income, a seasoned writer, blogger or content marketer.

Writer’s Weekly – $60 pay per post. 600 words. Articles on how to earn money writing, self-

publishing, corporate writing, ghost writing, unique book ideas. They only accept ideas that

are related to the topic of writing and how to help writers support themselves.

Listverse – If you have an unusual or interesting idea Listverse wants to hear from you. Add a

sense of humor and you may have a gig! You don’t even have to be the best writer! 10 items

per list with a 1-2 paragraph short description. $100 pay day via PayPal only.

https://jobs.lever.co/bustle/e34f3d70-c113-4a2d-ae5f-f07878240a07
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://www.freelancer.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://www.makealivingwriting.com/
http://casualmoneytalk.com/submit-a-money-story
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://thecontentpanel.com/write-for-us/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wealthy-affiliate
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wealthy-affiliate
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://www.writersweekly.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://listverse.com/write-get-paid/
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Fiverr – This company is similar to Upwork except you create your gigs (promoting blog

posts, making eBooks, courses, etc) instead of applying to them, and potential clients contact

you. A lot of smaller gigs start at $5, logos and shorts tasks, hence the name but if you

promote your gigs and add special offers such as expedited delivery, SEO, title tags, images,

etc. these services can easily add up fast! I often use Fiverr when I need something done

quick!

The Freelance Writing Job Board  – Since 1997 delivering daily and real time freelance

writing jobs for beginners to experts.

Linqia – This site is a sponsored post network. You get partnered with brand and

write/post/video featuring their products or services and get paid to do so! Just sign up, wait

to get approved and the offers come to you.

The Income Spot – Here’s a blog post that lists 63 sites that pay writers big money such as

Eating Well that pays $1.00 per word and the Income Spot itself that pays $125 per 1800

word post.

Verblio – (General Writers) Formerly Blogmutt. Love this site. Great customer service and

easy navigation. You do have to submit a writing test which isn’t too horrific. They create

high quality content for businesses and agencies worldwide so there’s always a lot of work to

apply for.

Problogger Job Board – A popular, competitive free job board for writers. Check it religiously

for high quality paid gigs!

Find a sponsor for your business and web site. Get paid for your great content on ShareASale.

Sites By Niche That Pay Writers Big Money to Write

B. Michelle Pippin – (Business & Finance) Aims at helping business owners, start ups and

entrepreneurs. Pays $50-$150 per business related articles.

DailyWorth – (Women & Finance) Pays $150 for articles about women and money

specifically.

Site Point – (Web Design) Looking for content on HTML, CSS, Sass, PHP, WordPress, Java,

as well as other popular or trending technologies.

List Verse – (Entertainment) Publishes list-style, top-10 type Viral articles. Anything goes as

long as the content is unique and interesting, and over 1500 words – Pays $100.

The Change Agent – (Education) Features writing by adult students and learners that raises

awareness or evokes thought among readers about social justice. Suggested length is 200-

1000 words. They pay $50 stipends to adult education students whose work is accepted for

http://track.fiverr.com/visit/?bta=24298&nci=5490
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/my-site-auditor
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/movavi
https://www.freelancewriting.com/jobs/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/writing-for-the-internet
https://www.linqia.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/movavi
https://theincomespot.com/get-paid-to-write/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wealthy-affiliate
https://www.verblio.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://problogger.com/jobs/
https://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=44&u=1725251&m=47&urllink=&afftrack=
https://www.bmichellepippin.com/
https://www.dailyworth.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/stella-and-dot
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/stella-and-dot
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/6618-2
https://www.sitepoint.com/get-paid-write-html-css-sass/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/canva
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
http://listverse.com/write-get-paid/
https://changeagent.nelrc.org/write-for-us/
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publication.

TakeLessons Blog – (Education) Online teaching and tutoring. Set your prices. Also features 
articles written by teachers on learning music, academic subjects and languages.

Money Crashers – (Finance) MoneyCrashers.com, a popular personal finance site, is 
currently looking for writers with a passion for detail and research to contribute engaging, 
informative posts on a range of topics, including, but not limited to, investing, money 
management, retirement planning, estate planning, tax preparation, credit and debt, real 
estate, mortgages, frugal living, and lifestyle. Expertise in one or more of these broad areas 
through direct experience, advanced education, or certification is preferred.

Dollar Stretcher – (Finance) – Pays .10 per word for the print publication. Their online 
publication offers either payment or a link back to your site.

WritersDomain.net – Founded in May, 2011, WritersDomain is a branch of the online 
marketing company Boostability. They match top writing talent from around the world with 
thousands of writing assignments each month in the US, Canada, Germany, the Netherlands 
and Australia.

More Websites That Pay Writers Big Money to Write

Cracked – (Multi-niche)  If you are a funny/smart/creative person, Cracked is the single best 
opportunity you will ever come across in your life. No experience necessary. They will pay 
you if it’s good. You talk directly to the editors. Pop culture, Internet style humor.

Income Diary – (Business/Finance) Welcomes expert articles on creating websites, social 
media, SEO driving traffic, making money online, and setting up a successful online business. 
Pays up to $200 per article.

The Penny Hoarder – (Finance) Articles cover the topic of earning, saving and investing 
money as well as unique ideas that are related to finance.

MoneyPantry – Pays up to $150 per post for 1,000 to 2,000 words about earning and saving 
money.

RankPay – If you love writing about SEO, social media, content marketing etc. submit your 
content here. Pays $50 per post.

Today I Found Out – (General Knowledge) From trivia to knowledge that requires research 
to dig up, this site is always looking for interesting articles to publish.

eCommerce Insiders – (eCommerce) Accepts content on online retail issues such as 
marketing, loyalty, operations, merchandising and design and industry-related experience.

https://takelessons.com/blog/submission-guidelines
https://www.moneycrashers.com/write-for-us/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/6618-2
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/freshbooks
https://stretcher.com/menu/writers.cfm
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/rhino-rank
https://writersdomain.net/AboutUs
http://www.cracked.com/write-for-cracked/
https://www.incomediary.com/write-for-incomediary
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/authority-titans
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/my-site-auditor
https://www.thepennyhoarder.com/contributor-guidelines/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/benzinga-pro
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/6618-2
https://moneypantry.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/6618-2
https://www.rankpay.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/my-site-auditor
https://socialbuzzhive.com/dev/blog/2019/05/10/how-to-create-an-epic-social-media-strategy-for-your-new-website
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/crowdfire
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
http://www.todayifoundout.com/index.php/write-for-us/
https://ecommerceinsiders.com/write/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/shopify
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/canva
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Scotch-io – (Web Development) Looking for tutorials, lessons, how-to guides for PHP,

AngularJS, servers and hosting, etc.

How l Round – (Theatre) A site for the theatre community that accepts and posts essays, blog

post and critical reviews.

The Partially Examined Life – (Culture) A philosophy podcast and philosophy blog that

accepts book reviews, brief posts related to culture and ideas, and philosophy accompanied

by commentary.

The Introspectionist – (Philosophy) Looking for article ideas and pitches that will interest

women. Accepts articles, creative non-fiction, essays and informative content.

VibrantLife – (Christian) This publication pays $100-$300 for articles up to 1,000 words

about physical health, mental clarity and spiritual balance from a Christian perspective.

A Fine Parent – (Parenting) A site that looks for positive parenting methods and the sort of

articles and tips that adopt that approach.

Babble – (Parenting) Babble is a parenting blog by Disney that accepts submissions on

various categories including pregnancy, parenting, home, entertainment, beauty, and more.

WhatCulture – (Entertainment) If you like to write about movies (or films), TV, music,

gaming, sports and other cool topics, here’s the place to submit.

New Scientist – (New Science) They have internal staff but are always on the look out for

write-ups on new research in the Sciences: Physics, Health, Earth, Technology etc.

Lies About Parenting – (Parenting) If textbook parenting isn’t getting the job done, then the

content you find in this post may help. They look for advice, stories, experimentation and

personal experiences. Think going against the grain.

BabyFit – (Parenting) The site has their own in-house writers but will accept articles on

health topics related to pregnancy, parenting, nutrition and fitness.

Scary Mommy – (Parenting) Articles to do with different stages of parenting, from pregnancy

to child birth, to issues to do with raising kids and more.

The Layout – (Design) They publish posts about WordPress, business and how-to guides on

WordPress and web design.

DigitalOcean Community – (Tech) Teach others and grow as an author while supporting

tech-focused nonprofits and charities doing important work in the field.

Bee Culture – (Bee Industry) Interested in articles to do with beekeeping, history, equipment,

imports, pesticides and even about predators and diseases.

https://scotch.io/write-for-us
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/bluehost
http://howlround.com/participate
http://partiallyexaminedlife.com/write-for-us/
http://www.theintrospectionist.com/Home/Submissions
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/stella-and-dot
http://www.vibrantlife.com/writers-guidelines-2/
https://afineparent.com/write
https://help.disney.com/articles/en_US/FAQ/How-do-I-write-for-Babble?section=Disney-Sites
http://whatculture.com/write-for-us#
https://www.newscientist.com/in209-guide-for-freelancers/
https://liesaboutparenting.com/about-page/write-for-us/
https://www.sparkpeople.com/resource/pregnancy_articles.asp?ID=775
http://www.scarymommy.com/write-for-scary-mommy/
https://getflywheel.com/layout/write-for-us/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/canva
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/canva
https://www.digitalocean.com/write-for-donations/
http://www.beeculture.com/write-us/
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Great Escape Publishing – (Travel) Looking for posts on travel writing, photography, travel

blogging, tours, and even import & export businesses.

Linode Guides & Tutorials – (Tech ) Looking for cloud hosting posts and guides as well as

helping people to learn Linux. Also pays for updates to already posted articles. Pays up to

$300 per guide.

International Living – (Travel) Covers the stories that are told from the eyes on the street,

leaning towards better, cheaper, healthier alternatives than what you find in mainstream

publications.

Mamalode – (Parenting) A site which publishes personal experiences seen through the eyes

of new and seasoned moms and dads, as well as plenty of children stories.

Transitions Abroad – (Travel) Looking for practical tips and experiences about working,

living, travelling and studying abroad.

Write Naked – (Writing) Covers write-ups on writing life including interviews, day-in-the-life

of a writer, publishing trends and writing essentials.

Wow!Women on Writing – (Writing) An e-Magazine that promotes communication between

women readers, writers, editors, authors and publishers.writing essentials.

Writers Weekly – (Writing) Covers articles on how to earn from writing as well as sell-

employment and home-based businesses.

KnowledgeNuts – (Facts) Shares knowledge about anything that’s interesting, obscure or

little known enough to the general public.

Polygon – (Gaming) Publishes everything about modern gaming including game reviews,

game videos, gaming consoles and hardware reviews, etc.

The Diplomat – (News) Interested in breaking news, articles and blog posts about Asia on

economy, environment, politics etc

Blog Meets Brand – Another sponsored post network like Linqia. You sign up and get

notified. This site pays even more than Linqia!

Massive Sway – Developed by the SITS girls – once you register and are approved you have

access to all their offers. There are requirements for each offer such as a certain # of

followers, note to self. Join their Facebook group for more info as well. They have multiple

sponsored posts and campaigns running.

Modern Love (Personal Essay) – The NYT love column reportedly pays as much as $300

for essays classified as ‘modern love’. Send submissions to: modernlove@nytimes.com

https://www.greatescapepublishing.com/writers-guidelines/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/smugmug
https://www.linode.com/docs/contribute/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/bluehost
https://internationalliving.com/about-il/write-for-il/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/authority-titans
http://mamalode.com/write-for-us/
http://www.transitionsabroad.com/information/writers/writers.shtml
https://writenaked.net/guest-blog-writers/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
http://wow-womenonwriting.com/contact.php
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/stella-and-dot
http://writersweekly.com/writersweekly-com-writers-guidelines
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/selz
https://knowledgenuts.com/submit-a-nut/
https://www.polygon.com/pages/write-a-feature-article-for-polygon
https://thediplomat.com/write-for-us/
https://www.blogmeetsbrand.com/
https://massivesway.com/user/login?destination=node/1
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Vox – (First Person) – Reportedly pays in the range of $400 for personal narrative essays 
explaining topics of modern life. Submit to : firstperson@vox.com

Skyword – Rates range from $150- $800. They work in two ways: sometimes they act as 
intermediary between writer and client. They also allow brands to search their writer pool 
and select writers.

A Note on Content Mills – Not all are alike 

Upwork – I’ve made some money on Upwork when first starting out. Some consider it a 
content mill with bottom feeder rates.

It’s important to remember to set your rate for what you deserve and what you think the job 
is worth.

Sign up for an account, set up your profile & rate and apply for freelance writing gigs.

A client will reach out to you and once you agree on terms & budget you can get started right 
away.

I made $100 for a 10 minute gig with them which is big money to write! Keep in mind 
though, that they do take a hefty cut! And IMO finding a job with them is practically a full 
time job within itself.

I have in all honesty also experienced some frustration with them. It can be a race to the 
bottom of the barrel at times and some people are only looking to pay as little as they can 
possibly get away with. Make sure you don’t sell yourself short.

If you’re a beginner the best to get started making money writing is to sign up for a quality 
course and master it.

This is the only way you will have the skills to back it up, generate a monthly income 

authentically and get what you deserve!

**Keep scrolling down for more sites that pay writers even more excellent rates!

My goal is to help as many people build online businesses using the habits of successful 
entrepreneurs as possible.

More Sites That Pay Writers Big Money to Write

https://www.skyword.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://www.upwork.com/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/writing-for-the-internet
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/6618-2
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/selz
https://inspire-your-success1.teachable.com/courses/freelance-to-5k?affcode=233496_189zmwpt
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/wealthy-affiliate
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Buzzfeed – A viral site with competitive rates in the range of $0.13 – $0.27 per word.

Accepting personal essay experiences.

Freedom With Writing – Pay per post $50 and up. This site shares articles about paid writing

opportunities. They also accept ebooks of 10,000 words minimum. These are available for

free download for the web users. The author, can earn $500 or more.

Clever Girls Collective – This is another sponsored post network that you must apply to. I’ve

heard they’re pretty selective and it’s tough to get in. Your traffic must be really high to get

into this club of influencers.

Social Fabric – This is another network that pays you to blog. But like Clever, your #’s have

got to be up there. This is definitely an Elite society that one can aspire to belong to!

Elite Daily – If you’re a generation Y’er Woman, they want to hear from you and your

experiences about fashion, dating, politics, celebrities, travel, fitness, health etc.

College Humor – This site that generates millions of pageviews per day and once bought a

stuffed banana for like $4 grand?  Send an email to Articles@collegehumor.com with your

pitch, and our editors will work with you to craft the perfect article. Even better? For a single

page article, they pay you $35. For a larger multi-page article, they pay you $50. Not too

shabby. Hint – Cosmo pays $100 for essays about College.

Back 2 College – News & information resource for adults re-entering college. Payment is

$55+ for original feature articles ($27.50+ for reprints and derivatives), approximately 1,000

– 1,500+ words in length (compensation is determined by depth). Payment is rendered by

check or PayPal 30 days after publication and receipt of invoice.

Pxleyes – If you think you have the talent to write your own unique tutorials, then this is your

chance!

 
Writing a tutorial for Pxleyes can earn you up to $200 per tutorial and will give a lot of name

exposure for you or your website! Have a look at the exclusive tutorials sections to get an idea

of the earnings.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/
https://www.freedomwithwriting.com/
https://www.realclever.com/
https://www.socialfabric.com/
https://www.elitedaily.com/
http://www.collegehumor.com/static/write-for-us
http://www.back2college.com/guide.htm
http://www.pxleyes.com/tutorials/info/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/webflow
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EVEN more sites that Pay Writers Big Money to Write! 

bloggingpro.com – The BloggingPro Job Board is updated daily with fresh paid blogging 
jobs, blog writing jobs, freelance writing jobs and more.

Matador – “Matador Network has inspired millions of readers to become fearless travelers 
and better-informed, more engaged global citizens. In the process, we’ve worked with 
thousands of writers, photographers, and filmmakers — from industry-leading voices to 
young creatives published for the first time. We are always looking for original writing and 
visual storytelling about travel, culture, and political commentary.”

A List Apart – “Always looking for new authors. If you’ve got an idea that will challenge our 
readers and move our industry forward, we want to hear about it. But you don’t need to wait 
for an idea that will redefine web design. Just aim to bring readers a fresh perspective on a 
topic that’s keeping you up at night”.

These Websites Pay Writers $100 Per Article and Up!!

The Travel Writer’s Life  – Insider’s tips on earning money as a travel writer and interviews.

https://www.bloggingpro.com/jobs/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/writing-for-the-internet
https://matadornetwork.com/content/contributors-and-job-applicants/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/visme
https://alistapart.com/about/contribute
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/canva
http://www.thetravelwriterslife.com/writers-guidelines/
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The Sun Magazine – Fiction and Non fiction works and poetry. Pays $100-$250

Chicken Soup for the Soul – 1200 words, seeking inspirational, empowering true stories.

$200 per tale!

Reader’s Digest – Seeking a 100 word true story. Compelling and completely true that is 
fascinating to readers. $100.

Income Diary – Looking for experts on blogging, social media, website creation, digital 
marketing strategies. $200.

FreshBooks – Seeking articles about small business, invoicing and freelancing.

WordPress – All things WordPress related! $100-200

Cooking Detective – They pay up to $160 for 3K words on subjects related to cooking, food, 
appliances related gadgets.

Contena– This is a paid job board that curates jobs from other job boards but it might be 
worth it because they email you high paid leads of specifically what you’re seeking.

Cosmopolitan – A lot of writer’s have gotten a great start at Cosmo! 800 word crazy, funny, 
quirky stories for $100.

Nutri Inspector – Looking for product reviews and guides on food, nutrition and weight 

loss. Pay up to $180 and they have regular gigs!

Next! Now that you have a massive list of sites that pay, let's look at the 
importance of POWER words and how to use them.  

https://www.thesunmagazine.org/submit
http://www.chickensoup.com/story-submissions/story-guidelines
https://www.rd.com/100-word-stories-submissions/
https://www.incomediary.com/write-for-incomediary
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/authority-titans
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/webflow
https://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=960223&u=1725251&m=52946&urllink=&afftrack=
https://www.wphub.com/write-for-us/
https://www.cookingdetective.com/write-for-us/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/gazelle
https://www.contena.co/
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/hello-bar
https://conversion.ai/?fpr=emily27
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TSCYKT5?sm=P%2bTI3UALB1rlCBgvlYElag%3d%3d
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/conversion-ai
https://www.nutriinspector.com/write-for-us/
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BONUS! Power Words and How to Use Them

If your conversions remain consistently low and you’re not seeing a high engagement rate 
you may be using the wrong words. 

Every creative entrepreneur and blogger uses a neat tool to get more website conversions. 
Know what this tool is? 

Power words. 

They are quite simply the reason why you made a purchase from one website over another 
and picked a certain product over another. 

And the reason why some websites have viral post after viral post week after week. 

Let's start boosting your website conversions with power words that pack a serious punch!

What are Power Words?

Quite simply power words are words that have impact. Words that pack an emotional punch 
in your reader, your customer, in the people you are trying to connect with.

Power words get you to click on certain ads, share blog posts and buy from certain sales 
pages.

In other words power words cause you to take action now.

https://socialbuzzhive.podia.com/courses/copywriting-for-the-web/460723-final-thoughts-on-copywriting/1331945-bonus-power-words-and-how-to-use-them
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How do Power Words Work?

Power words work by evoking emotion inside your reader.

Content provokes emotion, whether that be anxiety, fear, lust, greed, anger, or even vanity

are shown to likely be more shared than those that are boring and not ’emotionally charged’.

Think of this; if you go out on a first date and afterwards your date says to you, “thanks for

the date, I had a great time.” vs. “thank you for the mind-blowing date, I think you are

brilliant and feel incredibly lucky to get to see you again.”

That packs much more of a powerhouse statement, right?

Power words also trigger curiosity.

They make your audience want to learn more about you and your products or services you

offer.

Strategic use of power words make it hard to resist not clicking, sharing and reading your

information.

Here’s some popular words that evoke curiosity:

• Astonishing

• Amazing

• Banned

• Backdoor

• Be the first to

know

• Become an

insider
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Behind the scenes

Bizarre

Black market

Blacklisted

Bootleg

Censored

Classified

Closet

Concealed

Confessions

Confidential

Covert

Crazy

Cringeworthy

Dark

Elusive

Eye-opening

Forbidden

Forgotten

Hidden

Hilarious

Hush-hush

Illegal

Insane

Insider

Interesting

Invitation only

Key

Limited

Little-known

Login required

Lost

Members Only

Myths

Odd

Priceless

Private

Privy

Psycho

Remote

Restricted

Secrets
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Shh!

Shocking

Sneak Peak

Spoiler

Strange

Stunning

Super-secret

Thought-provoking

Top Secret

Trade Secret

Unauthorized

Uncharted

Under the table

Unique

Unlock

Unsung

Untold

Wacky

Withheld

Zany

Power Words in Headlines

Power words in headlines have been shown to create more clicks than anything else.

Did you know that 36% of SEO experts think the headline is the most important SEO

element?

Yet many website owners don’t know how to optimize their headlines for SEO and clicks.

Instead, they write copy and hope for the best, only to see disappointing results.

Ever wish you had an easy way to write headlines that get more clicks and attract tons of

visitors?

Now there is!
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You can now create irresistible headlines that are backed by data. Get instant feedback

about your title and write copy that ranks high in search results and gets tons of clicks.

With MonsterInsights New Headline Analyzer, you can get targeted suggestions to

improve your headlines, right in the WordPress editor.

Just click on the headline analyzer option in the top right corner and it will rate your copy on

a scale of 1 to 100 and provides suggestions, so you can improve its score and make it more

enticing!

Power Words in Sub Headlines

It’s a given nowadays that people don’t read

your content – they scan it.

Unless you can grab your attention with certain

power words you will lose their attention.

Subheadings capture attention beyond your

headline and draw your reading into reading

the full content rather than just scanning over

your info.

Power Words On Landing Pages

Landing pages are known for focusing on specific calls to action.

https://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?u=1725251&m=69975&b=966004
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/bluchic
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Notice that today’s landing pages are very minimal in design and block out extra noise and

text.

The purpose of your landing page should be to grow your conversion rate to thinking about it

to — “I Need This Now!”

Power Words in Email

You worked hard to write your emails!

But subject lines in emails are what get your readers to open them up in the first place.

To attract more opens, engagement and clicks use power words in the subject lines to entice

your readers.

Power Words in Your Domain Name

If you’re thinking about starting an online business and haven’t picked a domain name yet, 

choosing a power word that describes what you do can make it all that more effective. And 
memorable.

Think ‘Turbo Charged SEO’ vs ‘SEO for Business’ if you had an SEO agency.

https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/bluchic
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/canva
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/elementor
https://socialbuzzhive.com/recommends/how-to-build-an-epic-online-business
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Start using more power words in your marketing

There are hundreds of ways to incorporate power words into your content, copy and blogs.

Take action and start incorporating enticing copy in all your blog posts, headlines and 
marketing measures now!

Sprinkling more power words in your copy will start evoking the action you want your 
audience to take!

The release of MonsterInsights 7.12 you can get the new headline analyzer tool and use it 
to create compelling copy with more power words to get more clicks on your headlines and 
improve your search engine rankings.

Final Thoughts on Copywriting

Boosting sales through captivating copy is an amazing thing and will dramatically help nearly 
any business!

Good copy writing today should provide education, inspiration and satisfaction that is 
useful to readers and potential buyers.

But... having the wrong copy may be leaving your well dry.

You may not see instantaneous results but through these strategies you will slowly but surely 
begin to see a more positive conversion rate, create a better experience for your readers and 
potential customers and be seen as an authentic, trustworthy and credible source.

Not to mention receive higher rankings on Google, make more profits, more sales and have 
more success in everything you do! 

Best of luck and happy copywriting!! 

https://www.shareasale.com/r.cfm?u=1725251&m=69975&b=966004



